
Corporate Overview

Established in the late 70’s, MDT Micro Diamond 
Technologies is a dynamic, high-tech and fast-growing 
Dental Rotary Instrument manufacturer for Clinical and 
Lab applications.  MDT exports premium FG Dental 
Diamonds & Carbide burs, RA/CA burs, Diamond Strips, 
HP Pins, Dentals Diamond Discs, Polishers, and Carbide 
Cutters worldwide.

Quality Assurance

MDT is ISO, CE, FDA and MDSAP certified manufacturer. 
Adhering to strict tolerances and standards, MDT's 
broad range of sterile and multi-use instruments are 
manufactured with top quality materials by skilled 
professionals. MDT’s 7,000 m² state of the art plant is 
equipped with computer-controlled production lines. 
MDT's scrupulous Quality Assurance system 
guarantees an emphasis on consistency. 

MDT’s main advantages

Selected diamonds, together with Swiss-made heat 
treated and ground Stainless Steel shanks, is only part 
of the MDT global success story. Supporting this, 
following are MDT key advantages: 

  Production Capabilities: With nearly 3 million burs 
manufactured per month, MDT is considered among 
the largest manufacturers worldwide

  Safe Shank®: MDT guarantee strict FG shank 
tolerance 1.597 +0.001,-0.005

  Unique, bonding technology that provide an 
advanced and superior 60% diamond exposure:
"More Diamond per Diamond®

  A wide selection of packaging options to suit every 
market

  Top quality products at affordable prices, while 
offering a consistent, reliable service one can count 
on. No other manufacturer can offer same quality at 
the same price level

  Flexible cooperation options under MDT Brands or 
Private Label agreement 

  Extensive marketing support for MDT international 
partners
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  Diamond Burs & Pins  |   FG    RA    HP

  Carbide Burs   |   FG    RA    HP

  Polishers  |   RA    HP

  Dental Discs  |  Mounted & Unmounted

  Diamond Dental Strips  |  Solid & Perforated

  Lab and M&P Burs & Cutters  |  Diamond & Carbide




